Vector quantization is a data compression method where a set of data points is encoded by a reduced set of reference vectors, the codebook. We discuss a vector quantization strategy which jointly optimizes distortion errors and the codebook complexity, thereby, determining the size of the codebook. A maximum entropy estimation of the cost function yields an optimal number of reference vectors, their positions and their assignment probabilities. The dependence of the codebook density on the data density for di erent complexity functions is investigated in the limit of asymptotic quantization levels. How di erent complexity measures in uence the e ciency of vector quantizers is studied for the task of image compression, i.e., we quantize the wavelet coe cients of gray level images and measure the reconstruction error. Our approach establishes a unifying framework for di erent quantization methods like K-means clustering and its fuzzy version, entropy constrained vector quantization or topological feature maps and competitive neural networks.
Introduction
Information reduction represents an essential step in many areas of information processing as for example in image and speech processing and pattern recognition in general. It is particularly important in pattern classi cation problems to uncover the structure of a given data set, to generalize over inessential details or to remove noise. However, in the absence of a parametric model for a data set, data compression techniques are required that preserve the original data as complete as possible. Vector quantization (VQ), a widely used method of lossy information compression, encodes a given set of d-dimensional data vectors fx i jx i 2 < d ; i = 1; : : : ; Ng with a much smaller set of codebook vectors Y = fy jy 2 < d ; = 1; : : : ; Kg (K N). What strategy should be followed to design and optimize a vector quantization codebook? In this paper we will primarily discuss design strategies to generate application adequate codebooks. 1 The design of an optimal vector quantizer requires (i) to nd a set of reference vectors that represent the data points with minimal residual distortion and (ii) to specify the complexity of the codebook. Both design speci cations are mutually dependent and cannot be optimized separately if we aim for an optimally e cient vector quantizer. This paper discusses the strategy to jointly optimize a distortion measure and a codebook complexity function for the design of a vector quantizer. We focus on a Lagrangian variation principle to nd optimal codebooks for a large class of distortion and complexity measures. The data assignments to reference vectors are estimated in the maximum entropy sense, a strategy rst proposed by Rose et al. 38, 39] for K-means clustering. The special case of jointly minimizing suitable distortion costs with constrained entropy of the codebook vectors has been discussed by Chou et al. 9] .
The traditional VQ design strategy, as followed in the well-known K{means clustering algorithm 35] or the LBG algorithm by Linde et al. 32] , exclusively relies on the distortion errors for placing the reference vectors. The size of the codebook is xed (K-means) or it is incrementally increased until the distortion error drops below a prede ned threshold (LBG). Following the K-means clustering concept lossy data compression with K reference vectors can be mathematically formulated as an optimization of binary assignment variables M i 2 f0; 1g with the objective to minimize the sum of all distortion errors introduced by vector quantizing the data. The variables M i specify to which reference vector a data point i is assigned to, i.e., M i = 1 denotes that data point i is uniquely assigned to reference vector y . The uniqueness of assignments implies the constraint (2) which is optimal according to rate distortion theory (see 11] (2) strictly. Provided, the optimum set of reference vectors has been found, then each data point is represented by its closest reference vector. It should be mentioned that algorithms which minimize the above cost function under the constraint of unique assignment are also known as \hard clustering" algorithms. In contrast, procedures which return continuous assignments M i 2 0; 1] of a data point to several \cluster centers", are called \soft" or \fuzzy clustering" algorithms 17, 4]. 2 How large should the \magic" number K of reference vectors be? It is clear that the result of the optimization of cost function (1) depends on the number of codebook vectors K or, more generally speaking, on the complexity of the codebook. The trivial solution to declare all data points to be reference vectors, K = N and y i = x i ; i = 1; : : : ; N, minimizes Eq.
(1), but does not achieve any data reduction. Algorithms like K-means clustering assume that the size of the codebook is determined a priori, i.e., that the number K of reference vectors with K N is prespeci ed. Other procedures like ISODATA 3] stop adding new reference vectors as soon as the residual distortion error falls below a xed threshold. These approaches can result in suboptimal vector quantizers for particular signal processing tasks since optimization of distortion and intrinsic constraint limits on the codebook are related and do e ect each other in general. For example, entropic costs for codebook design have been shown to yield superior quantization performance in speech compression 9, 26] .
We, therefore, suggest to extend the cost function (1) by an application dependent complexity measure which has to re ect the inherent costs of too complex vector quantizers. The complexity term limits the number of reference vectors. The admissible class of distortion measures is generalized to include topology preserving vector quantization schemes, also known as source{channel{coding, which reduce the detrimental e ect of channel noise on the quantized data set 19, 34, 50] . The new cost function with a discussion of di erent choices for distortion and complexity measures is introduced in Section 2. A maximum entropy solution for this cost function is derived in Section 3. Our approach is inspired by the work of Rose et al. 38 , 39] on K-means clustering. An optimization algorithm and simulation results are summarized in Section 4. The asymptotic level density of vector quantizers in the high complexity limit is studied in Section 5. These calculations determine the functional dependence of the codebook density on the data density and are related to 23, 49] . We also address the question in Section 6 what gain in compression e ciency results from an entropic complexity measure for special data distributions with outliers. As a \real-world" application of the new vector quantization algorithm we discuss the entropy optimized compression of wavelet decomposed images in Section 7 (see also 7] ). This quantization scheme preserves psychophysically important image features like edges more accurately than the K-means clustering algorithm. In Section 8 we derive an online algorithm which asymptotically approaches the maximum entropy estimation of the centroids y and the assignment probabilities p .
Complexity Limited Vector Quantization Costs
Vector quantization is a compromise between precision and simplicity of a data representation. As outlined above, we propose to explicitly re ect this tradeo in the cost function by adding a complexity term to the usual distortion measure and jointly optimizing both cost terms. This strategy to control the complexity of a codebook is more natural for many applications than to a priori set the number of reference vectors to K, in particular when a \too complex" vector quantizer still constitutes a valid, but ine cient solution as in data transmission and storage. The balance between distortion costs and complexity costs yields an optimal number of reference vectors. The number of clusters naturally depends on the data distribution and on a parameter which weights the complexity costs versus the distortion costs. The new vector quantization cost function
only depends on the assignment variables fM i g. The reference vector y are de ned by the
M i G (x i ; Y) = 0; = 1; : : : ; K (4) which are linear in the assignment variables M i . G (x i ; Y) are a set of functions which depend on the codebook Y and the data point x i . Variation of fM i g implicitly determines the reference vector y and the assignment probability
In the following we carry out the calculations for general functions G (x i ; Y) and specialize to the centroid condition (2) by setting G (x i ; Y) @ @y D i (x i ; y ), when necessary.
is the Kronecker symbol ( = 1 if = and = 0 if 6 = ). We have indexed the quantization costs E K (fM i g) with the size K of the codebook since we compare VQ solutions with di erent codebook sizes K. The minimum of E K (fM i g) for di erent assignments fM i g and for di erent numbers of reference vectors K determines the optimal size of the codebook. Too complex codebooks are penalized by large complexity costs C(p ) C which only depends on the assignment probability. Note that the index in (3) is supposed to sum only over the set of di erent clusters 2 f1; : : : ; Kg. Con gurations with degenerate clusters, i.e., y y for 6 = are inadmissible, since they give rise to an overestimation of the \true" complexity of the codebook. We, therefore, have to assure that each cluster index represents a separate cluster. Cluster degeneration does not occur for hard clustering but is a problem for fuzzy clustering 39].
An appropriate complexity measure C depends on the particular information processing application at hand, i.e., it is a function of the variables y ; p . For reasons of simplicity we limit our analysis to complexity measures depending only on the assignment probabilities p and not on the reference vectors y . A more general derivation is feasible, if necessary.
In data compression we want to encode the data set with minimal distortion error and compress the resulting index set optimally without further losses. In this context a natural complexity measure for a particular cluster is C(p ) = ? log(p ), which results in an average complexity hCi = ? P p log p of the codebook. Note, that this is identical with the entropy of an information source emitting letters of a K-ary alphabet with probabilities p ; = 1; : : : ; K. hCi sets a lower bound for the minimal possible average codeword length if the messages are subject to data compaction algorithms like arithmetic coding or Hu man coding 11]. Lagrangian optimization of a vector quantization cost function with entropic complexity costs is extensively discussed in 9]. We will apply entropy optimized quantization to the problem of image compression in Section 7.
Another strategy to limit the number of clusters is de ned by complexity costs which penalize small, rarely used reference vectors, i.e., C = 1=p s ; s = 1; 2; : : :. Such complexity measures favor equal assignment probabilities since they strongly diverge for p = 0. The hardware aspect of a vector quantization solution, e.g., scarcity of processing elements or expensive chip area in a VLSI implementation is better taken into account by C = 1=p s with its preference of load balanced codebooks than by the entropic complexity measure C(p ) = ? log(p ). The special case s = 1 with complexity costs strictly proportional to the number of clusters (C = 1=p ) P i P M i =p = NK) corresponds to the K-means clustering cost function 32]. For s = 1 all clusters have the same cost term independent of the number of data points assigned to them. We will use this case as a standard to compare with the entropy optimized vector quantizer in section 6. The limit s ! 1 produces codebooks which are perfectly load{balanced, i.e., all cluster have the same number of data points assigned to (lim s!1 p = 1=K; 8 ).
The choice of an appropriate distortion measure D i (x i ; y ) is another degree of freedom in the design of a vector quantization algorithm. Usually a generalization of the Euclidean distance is employed to measure quantization errors, i.e., D(x; y) = kx ? yk r :
(6) Our formalism, however, is applicable to even more general di erence distortion measures. 
Reestimation Equations of fy g and fp g
Our main objective is to jointly minimize the distortion and complexity costs in (3) with respect to the variables M i . We can interpret the minimization of the vector quantization cost function (3) as a search for a set of assignment variables fM i g which yield the quantization costs E K (fM i g) = hE K i. The inference principle which selects the most stable set of assignment variables with respect to random uctuations in the assignment process is the maximum entropy principle 43]. Furthermore, the maximum entropy principle is the least biased inference method, being maximally noncommittal with respect to missing data as Jaynes formulated it 27, 28] . Consequently, a search strategy for assignments fM i g based on the maximum entropy principle promises robustness and fast convergence. 
The parameter , often refered to as the inverse of the \computational temperature" T, is a 
The equation (10) 
The minimization in Eq. (10) is performed under the constraint y 6 = y ; 8 6 = , i.e., all con gurations with degenerate reference vectors are rejected. The parameters y min , p min which de ne the free energy F K are the expectation values of the random variables y , p de ned in (4,5). Since we study the limit of many data points (N ! 1) and since we assume that the free energy and variables derived from it are self-averaging we will use the same notation for the random variables y , p and their expectation values.
Assuming that D i and G are di erentiable functions we derive the order parameter
G (x i ; Y)hM i i; (13) p = dC dp p ; (14) (16) E i being de ned in (11) . The equations (12) (13) (14) (15) can be simpli ed if we specialize the functions G (:) to be the generalized centroid conditions, i.e., G (x i ; Y) = T @ @y D i . Given such a de nition of G (:) the rst term in the brackets of (15) vanishes due to equation (13) . The second term in the bracket of (15) can be rewritten as
If we assume that the distortion measure D i is a convex function of y then the only solution of (17) isŷ = 0. In cases where the reference vectors y are not the centroids of the respective clusters , e.g., self-organizing feature maps, we nd solutions withŷ 6 = 0.
The equations (14) and (15) can be inserted into (12) and (13) which reduces the order parameter equations to two systems of K transcendental equations
with the fuzzy assignment variables
? (E i + dC dp p ) i P K =1 exp ? (E i + dC dp p )] : (20) The resulting free energy is
X p 2 dC dp ? 1 X i log X exp ? " E i + p dC dp #!)
: (21) hM i i can be interpreted as the probability that data point i is assigned to reference vector . Consequently, p measures the percentage of data points assigned to , hence p is the assignment probability. y is the generalized centroid of cluster . Equations (18) and (19) demonstrate explicitly, that the placement of reference vectors as well as their assignment probabilities depend on the particular complexity measure. It has to be emphasized that a solution of (18) and (19) ensures only an extremal value of the free energy F K , but does not guarantee that we have found the global minimum of (10) or, equivalently, the maximum entropy estimation of fM i g. Depending on the data distribution the minimization in Eqs.
(10,21) might be a highly non-convex optimization problem with many local minima.
The statistical mechanics approach for the K-means clustering cost function (1) which corresponds to the case = 0 and xed K has rst been discussed in 38, 39] . Note, that this case corresponds to the speci c choice of C = 1=p where the conjugate potentialp = ? =p = ? C exactly cancels the complexity term, adding essentially a constant cost term (chemical potential) K to the free energy F. Rose et al. advocated a deterministic annealing approach for K-means clustering in the spirit of 29]. They did not include complexity costs to limit the number of codebook vectors but proposed to start with many codebook vectors at high temperature, to lower the temperature to a nite value and to use the resulting set of di erent vectors as the codebook. This procedure, however, is plagued by the problem of degenerated reference vectors, i.e., y = y for 6 = are solutions at high temperature.
The degeneration of reference vectors a ects the data assignments and, thereby, the values of the reference vectors.
The order parameter equations (18), (19) form a system of K(d+1) transcendental equations which have to be solved simultaneously for a particular vector quantization problem. The fuzziness 3 of the assignment process in a maximum entropy sense is expressed by the gradual membership functions hM i i. For very high temperature ( ! 0) the data point i is assigned with equal probability 1=K to all clusters and the reference vectors y are identical to the center of mass of the data distribution. p in (18) can be interpreted in an intuitive way as the fuzzy cluster probability which adds up the fuzzy assignment variables hM i i of all data points x i . y in (19) is the centroids of all points assigned to cluster , weighted with the corresponding membership probability. In the limit of zero temperature we recover the hard clustering case. A datapoint x i is assigned to cluster if and only if E i + dC dp p < E i + dC dp p ; 8 6 = .
An Algorithm for the Design of Complexity Optimized Codebooks
Finding the maximum entropy estimation of the cost function (3) is a NP-hard problem 20] plagued by the characteristic non{convexity of the free energy. In the following we propose an iterative cluster splitting algorithm which approximates the maximum entropy solution and which determines the optimal size K of the codebook. An iteration of the following two step procedure is required:
(i) We have to calculate the free energy F K for xed K, which requires to search for the global minimum in (10,21).
(ii) We have to vary K to determine the optimal number of reference vectors.
A variety of di erent methods exist to perform the minimization required in step (i). The algorithm described below is based on the reestimation of y ; p , i.e., to solve the transcendental equations (18), (19) and to evaluate the respective free energy. In case that D i and G are not di erentiable we have to minimize (10, 21) directly. The problem of local minima can be alleviated by simulated annealing, an optimization strategy which was introduced by Kirkpatrick 29] and which proved to be successful in a large variety of di cult non-convex optimization problems like the traveling salesman problem. The reestimation equations (18) (19) explicitly show the functional dependence on the computational temperature which is slowly decreased in simulated annealing. It has to be mentioned that step (i) does not require a complete cooling schedule from high temperature to zero temperature since cluster splitting and cooling are coupled 38]. We have abstained from temperature variations in the simulation examples presented below since a T = 0 strategy yielded su ciently good estimates of the global minimum of F K . The second step (ii) is necessary 4 since we do not have a direct estimate of the optimal codebook size K.
The following algorithm implements the two step procedure under the constraint that no two reference vectors are degenerate. The heuristics to split only a single cluster, could be replaced by a more sophisticated splitting strategy, e.g., larger portions of the codebook or even the whole codebook as in the LBG-algorithm could be split simultaneously. Thereby, the computational complexity would be drastically reduced, but we might have to merge clusters again to nd the optimal codebook size. The cluster splitting can be interpreted as an optimization step of the cost function E K along the K coordinate. The algorithm employed in the simulations in this section and in the sections 6 and 7 comprises the following steps: 0.) Initialization: Compute the centroid of the data set and place the first codebook vector there (K = 1).
1.) Determine > K then quit, else goto 2. The resulting solution is a minimum of F K under single cluster splitting, although it is not guaranteed to be a global minimum since there might exist con gurations with lower free energy than the one found by our algorithm. The iterative cluster splitting is necessary since we might nd a local minimum F K with K reference vectors where the global minimum has a codebook size smaller than K. The random ordering of codebook vectors in step 1 can be replaced by an application dependent heuristics, e.g., to order the clusters according to size. The proposed algorithm is a generalization of the vector quantization algorithm discussed by Chou et al. 9] in two respects: (i) we optimize the codebook size K by a systematic search for the lowest free energy F K ; (ii) temperature variation in the spirit of simulating annealing allows us to avoid suboptimal local minima of F K .
In the rst quantization example (Fig. 1) we have chosen a two dimensional data distribution, generated by four normally distributed sources of equal variance (Fig. 1a) . Three zero temperature solutions for the complexity measure C = ? log p , calculated for di erent values of , are shown in Fig. 1b-d . For very high complexity costs the algorithm nds only two cluster centers. The plus signs indicate the centers of the data sources. For = 2:5 four reference vectors are positioned at the centers of the data sources. In the limit of very small complexity costs the best optimization of the cost function found by our iterative cluster splitting algorithm densely covers the data distribution. The speci c choice of the logarithmic complexity measure causes the homogeneous density of reference vectors which is known to yield the smallest entropy per codebook vector in the limit of asymptotic quantization levels 9, 23]. This demonstrates how di erent complexity measures can drastically modify the codebook structure. We will analyse this observation in section 5.
Asymptotic Quantization Level Density
Di erent complexity measures in uence the distributions of reference vectors, even if we choose the same data distribution and the same distortion measure. In this section, we study the asymptotic level density for codebooks with high complexity, i.e., dense quantization levels, and we derive the dependency of the cluster density (x) on the probability density (x) for the case of hard clustering. The analysis follows Zador's 49], Gersho's 22] and Yamada et al.'s 46] line of reasoning, although we use a variational approach to determine the density of quantization levels as a function of the probability density instead of searching bound for the distortion costs. The variational approach is required since we treat the case of general complexity costs which balance the monotonous decrease of distortion costs with increasing codebook vector density. In the special case of K-means clustering or entropic complexity costs the solutions reduce to the classic results of Zador 49] and of Gish and (22) where V (S ) is the volume of partition S . In the limit of dense quantization levels we expect g K (x) to closely approximate a continuous density function (x) 1= (KV (S )).
The total distortion costs can be written as The approximation holds for a smoothly varying probability density (x) (y ) for x 2 S . Following Gersho 22] we make the basic assumption that for large K the partitions S approximate the optimal polytope S for dimension d and distortion measure D(x; y). Given D(x; y) = kx ? yk r we substitute (y )I(d; r)(V (S )) (d+r)=d : (25) The assignment probability of codebook vector in the limit of asymptotic quantization levels is a function of the probability density and the codebook vector density, i.e., p is given by
Inserting (26) into C we obtain for the total complexity (27) In the continuum limit of asymptotic quantization levels the summation 
The optimal distribution of codebook vectors is determined by the function (x) which minimizes the functional (28) . Therefore, we vary this cost functional with respect to (x) to derive the dependence of the codebook density (x) on the probability density (x). The resulting Euler-Lagrange equation is
For the cases of load balancing (lb) and entropic complexity (ent), C(p) = 1=p s and C(p) = ? logp respectively, the solutions of (29) 
Performance Comparison between K-means and Entropy Optimized Clustering
The quantization results shown in Fig. 1 and the analysis of the asymptotic quantization level density (30, 31) demonstrate that the complexity measure drastically in uences the placement of the codebook vectors. How does it in uence the performance of vector quantizers? We will address this question twofold: (i) In this section we quantize an arti cial, d-dimensional data distribution using the K-means and the entropic complexity measure.
(ii) In Section 7 we compress wavelet decomposed images and measure the reconstruction error after quantization with the K-means and the entropic complexity costs. We restrict the discussion of both compression applications to the zero temperature limit since the in uence of the complexity measure is the focus of this study and not so much the performance gain by temperature variations.
The independence of the codebook vector density from the data density for entropy encoding indicates that sparsely populated areas of data space are more accurately represented by an entropy encoding scheme than by other quantization strategies. To verify this hypothesis we select an arti cial, d-dimensional data distribution which consists of two regions with uniform densities high and low respectively and vanishing density outside. The respective volumes are V high and V low . low is assumed to be small. Such a limit is interesting for many pattern recognition applications, e.g., image processing where the psychophysically important edge information is sparse. The functional relationship that an increase in the frequency of data features decreases their information content favors quantization schemes which minimize the error in sparsely populated (outlier) regions.
Let us compare the compression e ciencies of K-means clustering (Km) and of entropy coding (ent) for the two cases of (i) identical overall distortions costs and (ii) identical distortion costs in the outlier region with low data density low . The rth-power Euclidean distortion (32) The volume of a single cluster in the high-and low-density parts of the distribution is given by V single = V high=low =K high=low respectively, K high=low being the number of codebook vector in the respective regions. Using (30) and (31) (33) and for entropy coding complexity K high;low = K ent V high;low V high + V low : (34) Using these expressions we nd the distortion costs 
The second, more stringent condition that the outlier error is the same for both VQs, i.e, (D ent;low D Km;low ) constrains the sizes of the codebooks to
The cluster probabilities in the high-and low-density regions are given by 
A speci c choice for the parameters of a data distribution is V high = 1, V low = (2 low ) ?1= (d+r) and high = 1 ? 2 ?d=(d+r) r=(d+r) low . This scaling behavior of the low-density region ensures that its distortion error does not vanish if we take the limit low ! 0.
Calculations of the relative gain by entropy encoding (H Km ? H ent )=H ent in the case of identical overall distortion show improvements of up to 20% for K ent = 20. The gain, however, increases dramatically if we require identical distortion error in the outlier region.
The di erence in encoding costs diverges logarithmically in the limit low ! 0. The ratio of the codebook sizes (39) diverges as well in that limit. The divergence means that we need much larger codebooks for K-means clustering to describe sparse data than for entropy encoding.
The approximations introduced to derive (43) and (44) are asymptotically valid. They should therefore serve only as a crude estimate of the potential e ciency gain. To test the quality of our estimate of in the case of identical distortion error in the outlier region, we have quantized one-dimensional step distributions with two di erent densities low = 0:1 and low = 0:05 in the low-density part of the distribution and with the other parameters adjusted as stated above. The simulation results and the theoretical estimates (in brackets) are shown in Table 1 .
The simulation results are consistent with the values derived from (43) and (44) . Deviations from the theoretical value are caused by locally optimal arrangements of reference vectors which are not globally optimal. We conclude that it pays o to introduce a problem adequate complexity measure for vector quantizer design when too large distortions in outlier regions cannot be tolerated, an issue that will be of importance in the next section. complexity. is the gain in quantization e ciency applying the constraint of equal outlier distortions. The values in brackets are the theoretical estimates according to (43) and (44). Table I and II show results for one-dimensional distributions and squared Euclidean (r = 2) distortion costs and for two di erent data densities low in the low-density region of the distribution. The density in the high-density region and the size V of the high-and lowdensity regions are chosen as described in the text. For every value in Table I (II) four (eight) di erent con gurations were generated using logarithmic complexity costs.
Compression of Wavelet-decomposed Images
Lossy image compression is a \real-world" information processing problem which is well suited to study the in uence of di erent complexity measures on the performance of vector quantization algorithms. Image compression based on orthogonal 45, 36, 15] or nonorthogonal 14, 44] wavelet decompositions has witnessed increasing popularity in recent years. The wavelet data format is supposedly optimal for natural image representation since the coecients are statistically independent if we average over a large set of natural images 21, 44] . Quantization of wavelet coe cients yields a psychophysically more pleasing image quality 15] than quantization schemes which are based on raw pixel blocks or on the discrete cosine transform of pixel blocks.
In this section we use the image compression task to compare the e ciency of the K- The training data for the K-means algorithm and the complexity optimized vector quantizer are the union of L 2 -sets, the union of L 1 -sets and the union of A 2 sets, all taken from 10 di erent face images. During the training stage we solve Eqs. (18, 19) for each of these training sets and for both complexity measures under comparison. This procedure yields three codebooks for entropy optimized quantization and three codebooks for K-means clustering.
All distortions are measured as the squared Euclidian distance D i (x i ; y ) = (x i ?y ) 2 . The complexity weights in the K-means clustering case are adjusted such that the compression ratio of both quantization schemes is the same, i.e., we require that K-means clustering and entropy optimized clustering compress the training data with the same resulting entropy. The error between an original test image and its reconstruction from the quantized wavelet representation allows us to quantify the e ciency of the complexity measures C = 1=p and C = ? logp for image compression. The reconstruction error is measured as the absolute di erence between the original pixel value I(i) and its reconstructed value I c (i), i.e., Online optimization of the codebook size K relies on a heuristics for cluster merging and cluster creation. We have explored the following heuristics for cluster creation: A data point x i initializes a new reference vector K + 1 with y K+1 = x i if the costs of assigning x i to an already existing cluster exceeds the complexity costs of the new codebook vector K + 1, i.e., C K+1 < min (kx i ? y k r + C ). We found in a series of quantization experiments that this strategy causes a slight overestimation of the optimal codebook size but the resulting codebooks have comparable quantization costs to codebooks found in batch optimization.
Discussion
Vector quantization and data clustering have a wide spectrum of engineering applications ranging from data compression for transmission and storage purposes to image and speech processing for pattern recognition tasks 1]. When we assign partitions of a data set to a reduced set of reference vectors we have to make a compromise between the simplicity and precision of the resulting representation, e.g., between the size of the codebook and the distortion error due to data quantization. The key point of our paper is to explicitly express this compromise in a cost function that comprises both complexity and distortion costs. Joint optimization of various complexity and distortion terms results in an intrinsic limitation of the number of reference vectors, in contrast to other currently known approaches like K-means clustering or the LBG algorithm.
We have applied the maximum entropy principle and the formalism of statistical mechanics to estimate optimal solutions of our vector quantization problem. There exist several distinct advantage of the statistical mechanics approach for the design of vector quantizers:
1. Maximizing the entropy allows us to study a variety of di erent distortion measures and complexity measures and to derive a system of reestimation equations for the reference vectors and the assignment probabilities. 2. The resulting algorithm to determine the optimal codebook maps naturally to a simulated annealing approach where a slow, controlled decrease of the computational temperature produces nearly optimal solutions. The computational temperature controls the degree of noise in the data assignments, which essentially interpolates between a hard and a fuzzy clustering solution. 3. The structure of the reestimation equations suggests hardware implementations in analog VLSI as they are known from neural network research. Complexity optimized vector quantization maps onto a two layer neural network with a winner-take-all architecture as discussed in 6]. Hardware implementations of such network architectures have been successfully tested 2, 31]. Our study of entropy optimized quantization of wavelet transformed gray level images revealed the interesting fact that entropy optimized codebooks reproduce sparse image features like edges more faithfully than the conventional K-means clustering approach. Those image features, however, possess a high information content due to their rare occurence and compression errors there impair any subsequent information processing step much more than errors in other parts of data space. The sharp appearence of the reconstruction in Fig. 3b supports this nding.
In a related study we have extended the maximum entropy approach for vector quantization to the case of supervised data clustering 8, 6 ]. An additional cost term is used to penalize partitionings of data space which are in con ict with a priori known class knowledge. The respective algorithm is implemented by a three layer neural network with classi cation units in the third layer 6]. We consider the similarity of the discussed algorithms and the underlying reestimation equations for codebook parameters with neural network systems as a very fruitful direction for future research which might not only produce better information processing systems but might also lead to a more fundamental understanding of perception. Y dp dŷ exp(? 
The function F 0 K (y ;ŷ ; p ;p ) is extensive, i.e., it scales as O(N). The integral in (50) is dominated by the global minimum of the function (51) which is called the free energy. 
